1. Announcements

No announcements.

2. Discussion/Review
   a. Indian River State College – Islandora to PALMM Florida Heritage Collection

      Lydia Motyka presented on Indian River State College Islandora to PALMM Florida Heritage Collection.

      The issue is that IRSC would like to contribute to PALMM. New contributions to PALMM haven’t happened in quite some time. Protocol for introducing new collections into PALM is for DISC to approve them.

      Lydia went over possible collections to include into PALMM. Found at https://irsc.digital.flvc.org/islandora/object/irsc%3Aroot

      Question of whether Florida Heritage focuses on Florida content (i.e content about Florida) versus content created in Florida (published/created in Florida but about another region). Seems like content reaches outside of Florida.

      Group agreed that Treasure Coast collections seem to fit the scope of Florida Heritage however there is only one item in the collection. As does

      There was a request for clarification/justification as to why this content should be included into Florida Heritage.

      Question was asked about college newspaper: have other schools shared their newspapers in PALMM.

      Question was about the state of PALMM. True that little has been done recently. But a very important consideration for PALMM is what constitutes “appropriate” subject matter for inclusion into PALMM.

      Newspaper seem to fit into the PALMM criteria — they are created in Florida, about Florida.

3. Updates
   a. FLVC – Rebel Cummings-Sauls

      Lydia updates on Rebel’s behalf.

      For the group of institutions interested in a contract for a third-party hosted preservation system. Two options are available: Preservica (cloud), Digital Bedrock (tape)
Lydia gave us a quick summary of both options.

b. Preservation WG – Lee Dotson

Lee Dotson provided a summary of the Preservation WG activities. Group intends on being an informational group/best practices, etc. Clarifying the mandate of the working group is important. https://falsc.libguides.com/disc/digital-preservation-WG

c. Others?

Krystal Thomas from FSU gave a quick update on FSU/FGCU initiatives.